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Father, Song and Holy Ghost
Frock, ABC Jazz
MELBOURNE jazz outfit Frock has
paid tribute to an unholy trinity of
Australia’s best rock songwriters in
ABC Jazz’s Father, Song and Holy
Ghost.
No prizes for guessing that Nick Cave
is the last-mentioned, with Cold
Chisel’s Don Walker the father and
Kiwi import Neil Finn as the son. Each
composer gets three tracks and
many of us would be surprised to see
Khe Sanh on the running order.
It certainly sounds different without
Jimmy Barnes’s titanium-coated
vocal cords belting it out, and Craig
Beard’s vibes solo is certainly light
rather than heavy metal with some
nice rhythm guitar from Adam Starr.
Crowded House’s melodic brand of
rock adapts well to this format, with
Four Seasons In One Day featuring
Anthony Schultz’s piano accordion
for a Parisian cafe feel.
Cave’s slowly-building chordal songs
– The Ship Song gets the Charlie
Haden makeover from bassist Simon
Starr – don’t leave much room for
improvisation so the treatments are
mainly concerned with the texture of
the instruments. The seductive falling
chord progression of Mercy Seat is
hard to resist, even if this listener
hears Cave’s voice in his inner ear
while he listens.
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CINEMA with KATE CRAWFORD

Have a Bolly good time
Immerse
yourself with
the glitz and
glamour of
Bollywood at
North Sydney
Oval. There will
be a workshop
on henna
design (below).

THE exotic beauty and bright
colours of Bollywood come to
North Sydney Oval this
Sunday.
Starlight Cinema is
presenting for the first time a
Bollywood theme night to
accompany the screening of
the romantic Indian film Love
Aaj Kal.
During the afternoon and
evening the oval will be filled
with Indian delights, from
Bollywood dance to the rich
aroma of curries.
The event has been called
Mystical India and festivities
start from 3pm,
with the film
screening at
sundown.
Highlights will
include traditional
and classical
Indian dance, yoga
demonstrations
and bahangra
music fused with
rock.

Dance groups will include
performers from Geetanjali
Dance School and Bollywood
Sensations.
There will be workshops for
henna design and jewellery
making, plus a cricket clinic for
children presented by Cricket
Australia.
North Sydney Hare Krishna
will also feature in the event,
plus there will be talks on the
art of happiness and traditional
storytelling.
The evening will wind up
with the screening of Love Aaj
Kal, which is about the
enduring power of love and
begins with the contemporary
story of Aaj and Kal, who live in
London. Their story is set
against a more traditional love
match set in Delhi in 1965.
Tickets for Mystical India are
$22 for adults, $20 concession
and children $12.
» Tickets can be booked online at
mebankStarlightCinema.com.au or
bought from the gate at 2.30pm.
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